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38th PROJECT

Holiday Inn Airport,
Plaine Magnien Mauritius

CERTIFICATION

International Recognition

We are pleased to inform you that
this course entitles you to
45 PDUs/45 Contact Hours

The University of Technology, Mauritius (UTM) in collaboration
with Team SYNthesis is pleased to invite you to attend a high
acclaimed course in leadership, the most important success
differentiator in Programme/Project and Strategic Initiative
Management. This course aims at empowering the Senior
Management, Leaders and Managers and all those involved
in strategic management with the skills needed to build high
performance teams that can drive initiatives to successful

The PLC initiative, started in 2007, is a noble attempt to focus on TOP (Top Of Pyramid) in terms of fulfilling a leadership Centre of Excellence (COE) in Mauritius & Africa. With a well-publicized leadership challenge and a strong desire to develop
Human Capital Competence, the PLC programme is a Leadership & Management 101 commando training for the region’s practitioners through its proven
shock-and-awe 5-day intensive but highly rewarding programme.

“The PLC Programme focuses on life-long continual
leadership best-practices
acquisition with monthly
Masterclass, quarterly PLC
Talk & Annual Gathering”

“PMBOK,
Leadership, Fashioned as a top-notch certification course with worldwide recognition from
I can say that this course leading certification bodies, PLC is a proven ROI-attested mind-stretching
endeavor with more than 5,200 participants from over 63 countries. Most of
is better than MBA...”
Osman Daud, Manager , AmBank

these vision-centric organizations have embraced the Leadership Developer
motto and make PLC a must-attend in-house programme.

PLC is conducted over 5 exciting days covering project leadership (PL) and management key areas, best practices, Case Studies, Course Work, computer-based interactive (CBT) sessions, Group Work and knowledge benchmarking. Leadership areas covered are Professionalism, Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC), Making Things
Happen through the Art of War, Time Management & People Management. Successful participants will be
awarded a PROJECT LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATION, accredited by the UTM.
PLC Leadership & Talent Management are courses available for financing under the EWF Education Soft Loan
Scheme designed to support continual learning & talent development in Mauritius. Kindly contact EWF at
(230)208 8353 or empwelfund@intnet.mu should you wish to take advantage of this scheme.

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/

(230) 2075250 / (230) 454 6730

site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

(230) 234 1747 / (230) 465 0048

About the Course

The Project Leadership Certification course, the first of its kind in Mauritius and the African Region, is anchored by
Mr. TAN Chee Peng, CEO of Business Technovise International (represented in Mauritius by Team SYNthesis
Mauritius & Africa) Ltd), which has been reviewed and approved as a Global REP provider of project
management training by the Project Management Institute (PMI). As such, we are pleased to inform you that
attending PLC entitles you to 45 PDUs (Professional Development Units) and 45 Contact Hours.

About the Chief Instructor
Mr. Tan is the founder and CEO of Team SYNthesis and Business Technovise International (BTI), a
strategic services firm specializing in Business / IT Strategy, Programme & Project Management (PPM)
large systems and business process integration projects.

Prior to BTI, Mr. Tan was the managing partner, Andersen Worldwide managing the consulting
practice in Mauritius, Madagascar, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania and Uganda. Mr. Tan, an ASEAN scholar
and a First Class Degree holder from Imperial College, UK, has more than 30 years of consulting experience in
financial services industry, helping MNC clients in Business IT Strategy Formulation and Implementation, Business
Process Reengineering, Programme and Change Management, Performance
Management and, e-Commerce
strategy and Implementation. He was previously the Vice President,
Technology of Citibank N.A, Singapore.
Mr. Tan was conferred the (CITPM, Senior), the Singapore National IT Project Management Certification on 26 November 1998. Based on his professional work in Singapore, Mauritius and Africa, he was independently nominated and admitted to the International Who’s Who of Professionals for 1999. Mr. Tan also sits on the Board of Assessor for the Singapore National IT Skills Certification Programme – IT Project Management since its inception.

He is also a Fellow Member of the Singapore Computer Society and has been listed on the “SCS Roll of honour”
in recognition and appreciation of his valuable support and contribution to the Society. Mr. Tan has given
Project/Programme Management Conferences, workshops and training sessions to more than 5,200 PMs world-wide
and has successfully completed assignments in more than 63 countries. Mr. Tan is also a Mauritius SAPES recipient &
invited member, Honorary 300 of the Singapore National Infocomm Registry for ICT Professionals 2011 -2013

How does PLC differ from other courses?
This Project Leadership course covers a wide spectrum of issues other than standard
project management areas that must be addressed in order to obtain the desired business outcome.
Experienced Professionals of International repute will be speaking at this event. They will
give meaningful insights on key areas of project management.
Tool showcase: This unique professional development opportunity offers a platform to
meet and interact with experienced Project Managers, colleagues and peers to share
ideas and discuss various opportunities. Participants will also be given hands-on exposure
to a real-life PMO tool, in order to broaden their horizons on the alternatives available in
this ever-changing world of Project Management.

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
What you will go through in this 5-day course is a
very enriching experience that will accompany you
throughout your professional and personal life. All
the best!

You’ll find these five days a great mix of learning,
sharing and rich human interactions which deeply
change your outlook on Project Leadership &
Management.

Salonee LALLAH, PLC Senior
Manager

Mohd Fuad Muslim, PLC Senior
Head, Project Management Department

I have found the course most beneficial, especially
in enhancing my team’s capability in Scope, Time
and Risk Management. The icing on the cake is the
practical orientation of this course.

When coming to this course, whether your aim is
to be certified or not, be sure that whatever you’ll
take from it will be extremely useful in your day-to
-day work as a professional

Prakash KOWLESSUR, PLC Regular
Director

Jean Bruno Henriot, PLC Regular
Junior Brewer

I am very glad to have attended this PLC Session,
which has left an indelible mark on me with its
professionalism and practical applicability. This
sets the beginning of a new journey for me …

Having been in Project Management for over 10
years, this course really surprised me with its
depth of content and its refreshing approach. PLC
is invaluable, regardless of your current level of
Project Leadership or management expertise.

Jeetsing MUNIBAUHAL ,PLC Regular
Chief Engineer

Abdool Cader NAHABOO, PLC Senior
Head of Engineering Department

Even though I have worked on projects for many
years, this has been a great opportunity to enhance
and complement my knowledge. A very enriching
experience indeed!

This is far more than a Project Management
course, it’s an experience. Its pace, intensity and
diversity will push you out of your comfort zone
and help you go beyond your limits.

Yasdeo Rajesh RAWOTEEA, PLC Senior

Clifford GRENADE, PLC Senior
Manager,

Head of Card Division,

If you choose to attend the PLC Course, be forewarned that you will be forced out of your comfort zone. The course will definitely stretch your
mind. The mind, once stretched, will not revert to
its original state …
Patrick LOCKSON,PLC Regular
Engineer

Coming from an academic background, the
perspective provided by this course struck me. It
is an inspiring, thought-provoking and thoroughly
rewarding experience
Ravi FOOGOOA, PLC Senior
Lecturer

Visit: www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/feedback for more comments

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
Thanks for a fantabulous week! I am really excited about
knuckling down and integrating the knowledge that I
have learnt.

The PLC course is a timely awakening call for me and I
have to add the Chief Instructor as one of my gurus

Group Head Human Resources

Yashwantsingh RAMDHAREE (Yash) Vice President
Westnet Co Ltd
Energy and Environment, BAI Group

It is a very intensive and challenging course. Most enjoyable 5 days I have spent.
Jonid DOWLUT
Vice President - Transportation Projects

It has exceeded my expectations. This course brought
connectivity to the job by using real life situations.
Tatiana BANICEVIC
Assistant Vice President
Ireko Property Ltd

This is a great course. I t has been a very enriching
experience. It will bring change in the way I do my work
Reena MOONOOSAMY
Senior Vice President
Customer Relations & Operations

The PLC course is very unique and enriching, the 4 additional
Leadership areas complementing the 9 Knowledge areas
make this course a “must” commando training for leaders
who wish to make things happen

Fantastic! – really brought PLC training and its principles, in particular the 9 knowledge areas, a practical
sense.
Fatma MUDHAWO
Vice President
Human Resources/Training &

PLC is a very good, challenging course where it exerts a lot of
knowledge transfer. It allows one to understand knowledge
clearly and exemplifies the way forward in tapping on this
knowledge
Yashwin HAWOLDAR (Yash)
Assistant Vice President

The Leadership course is a very difficult, however, the
philosophy expounded will be the focus in my life for
sure. Humility is very important, it is the key thing that
I have learnt to become a better leader.
Jalloud FAKEERMAHAMOD
Assitant Vice President

The 5 days I spent in the PLC training has made a tremendous difference. I am graduating from this course
more enlightened.
Simla DOURAKA
Executive Secretary

The course gave me the opportunity of meeting new people
and helped me understand how things are done not only from
a project management perspective but also in a leadership
perspective.
Ally MUSAPHUR

The course exceeded my expectations. One of the hardest courses I have ever attended. This is a commando
training, very tough military training.

Assistant Vice President
Operations & Projects

Bertrand CHAN WAI HIN CHAN TIT

Jackie DEMETRIOU

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

Moonessur DOOLUN (Raj)
Senior Vice President

Project & IT Manager
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
At the start, I was scared of PLC Course. But after the first
2 days , I discovered my limits and extent to which I could
push myself. All the topics in PLC Course are valuable. PLC
does not only teach you on the PM aspects but also on the
human values and this gives PLC a unique aspect …
Mary Jane Lam Choo

Sales Line Manager

Thanks again for stretching my mind to its very
limits… I have told everyone about the
fantastic
but challenging course I attended; it’s certainly not
for the faint hearted
Maureen Treanor
Head of HR and Change Management

"With all the push & guidance the PLC Leadership
Course has given me, I am confident to be a more
successful man. I will certainly put into practice what
I learnt . The Group Work was the best and most
outstanding segment …"
Sailesh Burnah
Manager of Professional Services

We spend one week of intensive training under the
stewardship of Mr Chee Peng. It was fruitful, enriching experience that we will remember for the rest
of our lives

It was an enriching week. I will never forget such a
laudable approach of true Leader. Words are not
enough to appraise and
describe this course.

This course has imparted a lot of knowledge and
wisdom. It has been a very intensive and emotional
week.
Maneshah Nepaul
Senior Vice President

Manish Meeheelaul
Manager

It’s a life long experience from this 5-day course
Bernadette Poo Cheong
Administrative Manager

Key success lie within oneself. This course showed us
how to drive to success
Teeren Pereanen
Database Administrator

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

Narad Dawoodarry
Administration Manager

I have been doing fire fighting through my life and
this is the toughest and most rewarding one.
Mirza Mahmood Kausmally

The Training really shaped me and surface my expectation, not only my job but also in all the fields of life
Dr Mahen Soobrun
Project Manager

(230) 2075250 / (230) 465 0048/ (230) 454 7719
(230) 234 1747 / (230) 454 6730

What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
PLC has given me the willpower and immense confidence to
make things happen, including arduous negotiation with
Funding agencies for grants to support accreditation initiatives in Mauritius & Africa. PLC has certainly pushed me to
the limit, establishing new frontiers I never thought I am
capable of …
Robin Neeren Gopee
Director

I really appreciated all the PLC sessions. Through this
course, I have experienced that when you are pushed to
your limits, you can achieve many things. It has accentuated my confidence and sense of achievement …
Eric Tailly
Project & engineering Manager

I had lack of confidence in myself but PLC has
helped me tremendously to rebuild my self-belief
and confidence. Next week when I am back in the
office, I will be saying, “problem, come” …
Ali Reza Dialumsing
Head of Business Team

PLC has helped me realize the value of time and how
manage it more efficiently for positive results.
Jonid Dowlut
CEO

I have also come to realize that though I already had
objectives, PLC has helped me in getting rid of the
superfluous and whatever factors that blurred my
vision. I have grown up as a person, as a leader as a
professional
Sumeyyah Ahmade Rawat
Sales & Marketing Executive

I have never been to a course like PLC Leadership
Course. I learnt so many things about life & would
certainly give the same exemplary effort which I
successfully demonstrated here to my company..
Vinay Dwarka Davay
Project Manager

The Project Leadership Course should be changed to
“SLC” meaning Sleepless Leadership Course. The
Course is an ocean of knowledge…
Arvind Ramanjooloo
Project Leader

Words are certainly inadequate to express what I have
experienced in the PLC Leadership Course. It made us
realize that we can go beyond our limits, we can do much
more than we have done…
Chitrabye Gunnoo
Card Specialist

It has been a pleasure spending 1 week in such a unique
training programme. It has enlightened me and I feel
proud and yet so humble.

Denis Lam Kam Yu
Manager
FRCI Ltee

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

This course brings down barriers you have in your
head and goes much beyond Project Leadership.. it
is about the right attitude, about respect and gratitude.
Kevin Patrick Goolamally
Supervisor

(230) 2075250 / (230) 465 0048/ (230) 454 7719
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...

section…

After the first day, I was very overwhelmed to see the experience level of my team members and the load of work required of us to get certified. Now after 5 days, PLC has really
helped me to assimilate everyone's knowledge and wisdom
to self-actualize myself. What I liked the most in PLC is the
Art of Networking, Art of War and the people management
Waleed RAWAT
Corporate Executive

The PLC Leadership Course should be changed to
‘SLC’ meaning Sleepless Leadership Course. The
first day I came to the Course, I said , “God I am in
hell. Why I am here.’’ The Course is an ocean of
knowledge. The topics on honesty, trust, humility,
loyalty & sincerity have been the best & they are the very essence
of life. I will always cherish the moments I had in this course …

Hearing of the PLC Leadership Course from colleagues & experiencing it are two different things. Now, I will see my PLC colleagues in another perspective. The PLC Leadership Course has
given me greater will power…

Meenakshee NAIDU
Application Analyst

Arvind RAMANJOOLOO
Project Leader

The PLC course is so comprehensive that it requires
practically no improvement. Each topic has its importance and "raison-d'etre" for one to become a successful leader and Project Manager. Applying these
concepts allow us to overcome obstacles. Indeed, PLC is
a very good crash course and I would certainly recommend this commando course to others......
Jacques Dany TONG SAM
VP Customer Relations & Sub Operations

All the topics in the PLC course especially the references to
the realities of life are excellent. The 10 knowledge areas &
4 people management areas have been inspiring & stimulating. Above all, PLC has allowed me to get to know myself
and to position me to embrace my “new life”
Navin HURREE
Project Manager

I am overall satisfied with the PLC course. The
concepts and ideas presented in the PLC course
will be helpful to me. I will certainly apply them
in my job.
Kabita BISOO

The PLC Course is a great experience! PLC stretched me
in ways I could never imagined possible. It has allowed
me to better know myself, my limits and my strengths. I
recommend this course to those who really want to
embark on a life-changing self-discovery journey …
Pascal Lee Choong Tong
Director

The benefits of the PLC Course are not its internationallyacclaimed leadership certification but its humility and humanity enlightenment. On the project management side, I
have learnt how to apply the 10 Knowledge areas which will
now help make my life more meaningful. A must-attend
course for those who want to be true leaders …
Deven Chellen
Chief Internal Auditor

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

Executive Secretary
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“I did not know much about PLC before
starting the course on Monday. I was
stunned by the content and found it stimulating and challenging. PLC was very intensive
but definitely the best training course I have
ever attended in my life. It was a great and
enriching experience for me. Today is the last
day and I am tired. But I am enjoying this feeling of being tired as it
is coupled with the satisfaction of a job well done!”
Sachin SEEWOORUTHUN
Project Manager

These 5 days in the PLC course have been really challenging. We were pushed to exceed our
limits. At the end, today, we all feel like we are
ready to go to work, very well-equipped with
all well taught moral values, practical skills,
knowledge and spiritual benefits. PLC was very
inspiring and convincing. Its remembrance
lasts for a lifetime. This is really a unique experience , a 5-day commando training, which is more than just a wakeup call for those
who understood…”
Noormuhammad HAJEE SHERIFF

Having heard about the course before, my hope
at the start was not to leave here a broken man.
The PLC course was beyond my expectations. It
was a journey of self realization. Above all, it
reminded me of a priceless value in life - humility…
Kabirsingh BABOOLALL
Chief Financial Performance Officer

Media & Communication Executive

When I came here on Monday, I was expecting to
learn to handle projects better, especially when
there were problems. Problems we had many this
week but when failure seemed like the only option, the PLC course taught us how to find the
hope & strength within us to carry on & finish our
projects. We were propelled out from our comfortable S-curve to a stimulating & challenging new one!
Ansuya SEEWOORUTHUN

Financial Controller

I am delighted of what I have learnt in the PLC
course. Despite being forewarned by my colleagues prior to attending, Monday was a very eyeopening moment. I was totally taken out of my
comfort zone and I doubted if I could complete the
course. Despite the uncertainties, I put my foot
down to complete the course. What I learnt from the PLC is unique.
I have never acquired such a good experience in my life before. I am
certainly a different person now. I will surely practise all the
knowledge I learnt in my work …
Sushma Badal NUNDLOLL

When I read about the PLC course, its PMBOK
academic orientation didn’t leave any clue to
its impactful delivery. The people I met there,
together with the tools & techniques presented and explained, resulted in a lifeenlightening experience. My expectations
were so much exceeded …
Purusham RAMIAH
Software Engineer

Deputy Manager Commercial Services

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“I did not think that I would survive the tough PLC
course with so few hours of sleep. It was an incredible human experience. I am taking away all the
tools I acquired from PLC to apply in my work. Last
night in the Group Work everyone stayed back &
the learning experience was so fantastic…
Chantal RIVALLAND
IT Coordinator

Before attending the PLC course, all my colleagues said sleep was a luxury. The first day
was very challenging & tiring. Through perseverance, the course gradually became enjoyable. I
made good friends & the wonderful cooperation spirit in the marathon Group Work was
priceless …

The PLC course was a very exciting journey. I was quite
apprehensive attending the course as my friends told me
of the sleepless nights. However, I feel very happy now
that I have been able to make it. My friends were 100%
right; Indeed there were several sleepless nights but the
PLC is a such an exciting & enriching course that it should
not be missed. I will surely apply what I have learnt in my
day-to-day work
Qamar Jahan ESMAEL-JOOMUN
Team Leader

“Being in the PLC course was a very enriching
experience. We were pushed to our limits to
achieve things and learn about ourselves …”
Rinaldo Fabiano PANDOO
IT Officer

Sandhya SEESAHA
Finance Head
“I had a very good experience in the PLC course.
There were topics covered which have far deeper meaning and that is not found in Project
Management textbooks. I had the chance to
meet some interesting people in the course and
I have gained new insights. I would apply the
tools & techniques that I have acquired in my work & also in my
personal life. I can say that tomorrow is going to be positively
different …“
Ratan Singh GOWREESUNKUR

“The PLC course exceeded my expectations. I
attended to acquire skills to perform better at my
job. I am feeling extremely pleased of the insights
I have gained from this course. PLC made me
reflect on my personal life as well …“
Nadine LUCHMUN
QA Manager

Team Leader

The PLC course is very enriching for me and it
has given me more confidence in my work
now …

Kevin GOURY
Financial Controller

“The PLC course was the greatest 5 days in my life.
PLC is very enriching. It will be very useful in my
personal and professional life. I thought I would
not be able to complete this commando training
course but I did with all guidance given throughout the course …“
Shameer Ali RAMJEET
ICT Officer

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“The PLC course’s chief instructor is a very unique mentor who will significantly influence your project management skills. In addition, he shares key leadership techniques and values to become a better leader & live a
more meaningful life. Uniquely, PLC gives yourself the
best chance to discover & transform yourself into powerful lead ers.
Do not miss this unique chance.”
Deelam Baichu
Chief Technology Officer

“The PLC course has tested my limits and it equips you
with useful techniques to deal with the unknowns and
life’s surprises. Furthermore, PLC provides an innovative framework to better manage projects where the
goal is not only using traditional project management
tools & techniques but also how to value people in order to get the
best out of everyone … “
Kanchana Hulkhoree
Team Leader

“The PLC course helped me to discover how much I
could push myself beyond my comfort zone. I also met
some wonderful people. The desire to get certified
when I began the course was quickly replaced by deep
satisfaction of having successfully done my best, gained
tools and techniques which I can use to live a better life … “

“The PLC course is comparable to a martial art training
where one has to learn the importance of patience,
perseverance, dedication and hard work in order to
achieve a specific target and objective. The opportunity to be a PLC Warrior is priceless ... “
Nadeem Wassim Arsalaan Salauroo
Team Leader

Melissa Chungfat
Consultant & Social Activist

“The PLC course is well-known for pushing its participants to their fullest limits. This was an understatement! After attending this life-changing experience, PLC
took me totally out of my comfort zone & gave me the
loudest and rudest wake-up call to go and make my
dreams come true. Without hesitation, I will strongly
recommend PLC to all my friends and colleagues … “
Harrish Dawaking
Facilities Manager
“The PLC is a tough course but a worthwhile one. It is
the most intensive course I ever attended but I have
no hesitation to recommend it to anyone as PLC prepares one to achieve continuous betterment of oneself
…“
Hannaa Bibi Shabmeez Darbarry
Feed Formulation Officer

“The PLC course is reputed to be tough and has struck fear in
many. After these 5 days, I learned how fear, which is selfmade, can act as a barrier to one's goal. Today, I am leaving this
course, which is so much more than Project Management &
Leadership, to lead a better life. PLC has prepared me to push
myself beyond my comfort zone, to seize opportunities presented to me and
more importantly, to help others and the community. In the final analysis,
PLC is a training which you cannot miss in your lifetime … “

Marie Doriane Jessica Denise-Rama
Executive
“The PLC course equipped me with good project management techniques required to deliver successful
outcome. However, I am leaving this course with more
than Project Management knowledge. I have also acquired the secrets of becoming a strong leader which
will be very useful in my work life and personal life. I
will strongly urge my colleagues & friends to attend this course …”
Biswajeet Ghoorbin
Team Leader

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
"The PLC course has helped me not only to
improve my project management skills but most
importantly, the project leadership skills. I have
enjoyed the 5-day commando training delivery by
the Chief Instructor and have acquired useful knowledge and
techniques. I will surely recommend this course ..."
Mohammad Akhtar Hoossen JOOMUN
IT Project Manager
"The PLC course makes one to think out of the box.
The course is a very enriching experience with full of
values and principles. I also acquired tools and
techniques that have sharpened my skills. I will
certainly apply the course teachings in both my professional and
personal life. I will certainly recommend those who want to
become effective leaders to attend this course ... "
Devi Chand Anandi Rye SEEWOORUTHUN
Permanent Secretary

"The PLC course is the best tool to develop potential
project leaders. The 5-day commando training has
been very challenging and enriching, pushing us to
understand the existing gaps in achieving our goals.
I am very motivated and see the changes in me as I
strive to be a top-notch professional leader ..."
Bina Devi BOOLKAH
QC Manager
"The PLC course has redefined a new leadership
perspective for me. Molten and remoulded, I now
have a new mindset & deeper insight to manage
projects, and the heightened confidence to
effectively lead a team. Join the course, fasten your
seat belt, the stig will drive you through …
"
Rameshwar RAMLUCKHUN
Technical Officer

"The intensive PLC course has shown me how to read
in between the lines and think outside the box. It has
upskilled my personal and technical knowledge &
techniques. This very interesting week is something I
will recommend to all to experience, observe and
learn ..."
Yannick Kian Cheong NG YU KWONG
Accounts Manager

"The PLC course is an interesting journey to discover
one's strengths, weaknesses and how to stay alert. I
learnt techniques how to make things happen and
benefitted from applying them. I discovered myself
and morally boosted …"

"The PLC course is best for those who strive for
personal and professional leadership excellence.
Throughout this best course of my life, my mindset
changed from reluctant to resilience. My oldself was
broken, I am now rebuilt stronger and unshakeable
with best practices knowledge and techniques..."

"The PLC course has been an intensively enriching
experience, both on professional and personal
levels. It is a self-searching journey that will redefine
your outlook and perspective to reach your next Scurve of excellence. The 5-day highly energetic
course will leave you wanting for more ... "

Meenakshee KUNTZ
Finance Manager

Previn GOURY
Assistant Manager

Bharati RUGOONAUTH
Bank Branch Manager

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
"The PLC Course is immensely practical & impactful,

"The PLC course is really a commando training where it

changing not only the way one works but also one's

builds up your competencies in the 10 + 4 knowledge

life! The structured experiential focus on Case Study &
Group Work provides the practical know-how and
techniques, enabling one to hit the ground running on the first day
back at work. PLC serves as the catalyst for one to grow technically,
spiritually and personally ..."

Chin NG

areas with proven best practices & techniques. PLC has
a uniquely enriching & well-organised delivery methodology which bounds
to make a difference. I would recommend this course to all aspiring
leaders: Go for the Challenge, Witness the Change! Live the
Transformation …"

Yash GUJADHUR
Technical Project Manager

Director

"The PLC course has been very enriching, sharing a huge
amount of knowledge daily to kick-start a leader’s climb to the
next level of S-curve. Each passing day gave me the thirst to
learn more and more. I learnt that I could push my limits to a
level never before … "

"The 5-day PLC Course is the most influencing stretch
of my life. I learnt more about myself, my limits & what
I could achieve when I put my mind over matter. PLC
has provided me with the knowledge, tools & techniques to
substantially improve both my professional and personal life. I
recommend all to attend PLC, a life-changing encounter, one which
catapults you to the next S-level of excellence ... "

Muhammad Ikhlass WARDALLY
Pre-Sales Engineer/Technical Lead

Koosoom DESAI
IT Project Officer

"The PLC course can best be described as simply the

"The PLC course is mind blowing as it will test one’s

journey to discover oneself. Testing one's limits is the

physical & mental strengths. Delivered in commando

best way of charging the human battery. The incredible
course delivery taps effectively into one’s higher dimension of
consciousness thus maximizing its impactfulness. Be brave and embrace
the course …"

training style, it was immensely impressive & inspiring
with 10+4 knowledge areas, best practices & techniques. This
course, the first I am attending in 15 years, makes the waiting
worthwhile …"

Romila Anuradha RAMOLY
Business Relationship Manager

Jeega MOORGHEN
Manager

"The PLC course is without a doubt the best course I
have ever attended. With the 10+4 knowledge areas,
best practices & proven techniques, it has substantially
value-added to my Project Management knowledge and
soft skills …"

"The PLC course offers 5 days of very intensive formal,
social and experiential learning. PLC is worthy of every
moment, providing the key knowledge, best practices,
tools and techniques to better manage both projects &

Dudley TSE KAI WAI
Lecturer

people. Now I am confidently equipped to succeed both in my
career and in my personal life …"
Jean Hugues Gabriel YAGAPEN
Business Analyst

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/

(230) 2075250 / (230) 465 0048/ (230) 454 7719
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(230) 234 1747 / (230) 454 6730

What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
The PLC is a real commando training programme. No regrets for having accepted. It's all about your will power
and humility. Thanks to the unparalleled course delivery
approach, all will benefit from the knowledge areas perfectly regardless whether you are from non IT and non PM
fields. A must-attend course!
Vandhana Gungabissoon
Administrative Officer

Although the PLC course is a very tough and demanding one, it is also very enjoyable with insightful
knowledge! I acquired deeper project management competency but more importantly, practical
wisdom about life lessons in leading and making
things happen. I will certainly send all my leaders to
PLC ..
Chandrasen MATADEEN(Raj)
Principal Engineer

The PLC is a must-attend course for those who wish
to build their foundation for future successes. Definitely not a sit-and-absorb training spiced up with
tea and lunch breaks. Lazy people ya be warned.
PLC challenges you in terms of content, structure
and self-discipline. It will take you to the rock bottom of your performance, but only to make it a
solid foundation on which you will build your future. It is a great
opportunity worth seizing …
Shaan RAMCHURN
Researcher
The PLC course is a very enriching one. Well-known
for being a tough boot camp, I have no regrets
attending it as I acquired invaluable insights - useful
professionally and personally.
I will certainly be
back to renew and acquire deeper skills in 5 years'
time …
Jean Clifford SAUTEUR
Senior Credit Controller

The PLC is a must-attend course as the opportunity cost of not doing so is mind-boggling! Few
trainings can deliver not only content but also
experience: what's more, it is a gain in experience that you can actually measure.

The PLC gives a mindset-changing experience. It
has helped me to discover a new and more effective approach to issue resolution. I will recommend
all my colleagues at work to attend this course as it
benefit the company tremendously …

Leaw Shavin KISSOONDHARRY
Researcher

Somduth SUJEEBUN (Suren)
Head of Maintenance Dept

The PLC course is very enriching but daunting. On
the first day I was really scared but as the days
went by I discovered myself more. Now I know my
limits and how to overcome them to succeed
both in my professional and personal life. An
awesome course, all must attend …

The PLC course is a very tough and challenging
course that will test one's limits! Its formal-socialexperiential approach accentuates the professional, technical and practical application aspects that will help attendees to reach the next Scurve of their careers. In addition, PLC also covers
comprehensively topics that attendees will find
enriching from a personal perspective. I have no hesitation in recommending PLC to professionals who seek excellence.
Caroline TSE VE KOON
Business Relationship Manager

Mantee RAMPHUL
Executive

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
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PLC Credentials Around the World

Be part of the international network of Certified Project Leaders (63 Countries)

Who Have Benefited?
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Training Agenda
DAY ONE - Monday (08:30 -19:00)
Opening by the Director General, University of Technology, Mauritius
Project Leadership Overall Concepts & Key Areas, Certification & PMO
Tool

Detail 4 Key Areas & Related Best Practices (First 4)
Integration Management
Scope Management
Time Management
Cost Management
Understanding Professionalism: Management vs. Leadership

DAY TWO - Tuesday (08:30 -19:00)
Detail Next 6 Key Areas & Related Best Practices (Next 6)
Quality Management
HR Management
Communications Management
Risk Management
Procurement Management
Stakeholder Management
Importance of Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) & Win-Win

Revision 1
Course Work 1 + Computer Based Training (CBT) 1 + PMO Tool
Lifecycle Management
Project & Client Info Setup
Project Staffing
Project Schedule
Project Management (issue, Risk, Problem Log, Estimate, Change
Request)

Industry Guest Speaker 1
Case Study Preparation
Revision 2
Course Work 2 + CBT 2 + PMO Tool
To do list
Work Progress Report
Manage Lifecycle Deliverables
Project Finance (Budget & PR)
Monitor Project Metrics & Reports
Industry Guest Speaker 2
Case Study Finalization

Relationship Management

DAY THREE - Wednesday (08:30 -19:00)
Detail Next 4 Key Areas & Related Best Practices (Final 14)
Interpersonal
Organizational Environment
Client/Customer Environment
Managing Complex Projects
The Art of Leadership & Making Things Happen

DAY FOUR - Thursday (08:30 -19:00)
Team-based Project Work 1
People Management: Turning Ripples into Tidal Waves

DAY FIVE - Friday (08:30 -19:00)
Team-based Project Work 4 + PMO Tool
Time Management: Doing More with Less
Industry Guest Speaker 5

Revision 3
CBT 3 + PMO Tool
Industry Guest Speaker 3
Initial One-to-One Reviews
Case Study Submission

Revision 4
CBT 4 + PMO Tool
Team-based Project Work 2
Industry Guest Speaker 4
Team-based Project Work 3

Certification Result, Award Ceremony & Closing
Final One-to-One Reviews

REGISTRATION
 Registration deadline: 5 working days before training

Earn 45 PDU Points /45 Contact Hours

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

(230) 2075250 / (230) 465 0048/ (230) 454 7719
(230) 234 1747 / (230) 454 6730

PLC Registration Form
 2-6 May 2016 - 38th PLC Course

 7-11 November 2016 - 40th PLC Course

1-5 August 2016 - 39th PLC Course

1. PROFESSIONAL DETAILS
Mrs O Miss O Ms O Mr O

Title (Dr, Prof, etc)

First Name (s)

Surname

Billing Address

Date of Birth
Country
Company

Tel. (Incl. area code & extension)

Mobile

Email

Fax

Meal Preferences:

Veg O

Non-veg O

Personal Email
Signature

Date

2. PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
Qualifications

Years of Experience

Years of Project Management Experience

Years as officially-designated Project Manager Roles

Professional Project Management Membership (e.g. PMI, CITPM)

Additional Information

3. REGISTRATION METHOD
site@umail.utm.ac.mu

Email:

PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com
Phone:

(230) 234 7624 / (230) 454 6730

Fax:

(230) 234 1747 / (230) 465 0048

Post:

University of Technology, Mauritius
La Tour Koenig
Mauritius

4. MODE OF PAYMENT
(Local Delegates - Rs. 50,000, MQA Approved)

(Overseas Delegates - USD 3,500)

Number of participants
The only method of payment acceptable is via Telegraphic Transfer
O Please find enclosed a cheque for Rs.
to the bank account of the University of Technology, Mauritius.
Payment must be received 10 days before the start of the course.
O Please invoice my institution and payment will be made prior to the
Swift Code: STCBM UM U
start of the Course.
Account Name: University of Technology, M auritius
Cheque should be drawn to the order of University of Technology,
Bank Account No: 610 251 0000 4867
Mauritius.
Bank Name: State Bank of M auritius
PLC Leadership & Talent Management are courses available for financing under the EWF
Education Soft Loan Scheme designed to support continual learning & talent Bank Address: State Bank Tow er, 1 Queen Elizabeth I I Avenue, Port Louis, Mauritius
development in Mauritius. Kindly contact EWF at (230)208 8353 or empwelfund@intnet.mu
Number of participants

should you wish to take advantage of this scheme.

5. INFORMATION & DISCLAIMER
PAYMENT POLICY

VENUE & ACCOMODATION

Payment is due in full at the time of registration. Full payment is mandatory for event Holiday Inn Airport,
Plaine Magnien,
attendance.
Mauritius
CANCELLATIONS & SUBSTITUTIONS
Once registration form is received by UTM and invoice issued to participants,
payment is expected. You may substitute participants at least 5 working days prior
to the beginning of the Course. Cancellations will be refunded only if made in
writing at least 10 days prior to the beginning of the Course. In lieu of the preceding
cancellations, participants can be transferred to the next PLC session but such
transfer is allowed ONCE only regardless of the period of notice. No refund is given
for any late cancellations or for participants who do not show up for the course
(no-show or partial show).

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

REGISTRATION DEADLINE

The duly filled Registration form together with payment
should reach the University of Technology, Mauritius, La
Tour Koenig, Pte aux Sables, by Monday, 25th April 2016.
(Tel: (230) 234 7624 Fax: (230) 234 1747)

(230) 2075250 / (230) 465 0048/ (230) 454 7719
(230) 234 1747 / (230) 454 6730

Be a Leadership Developer!

Send Your Best & Most Experienced to the PLC,
They Will Make Things Happen!
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